Why did we choose “tea dancing” for the February 8 event at AgeSong’s Forget-Me-Not Cafe? “Because Marion loved tea and waltzing,” according to Theresa Garcia, senior movement trainer for the Rosen Method approach to bodywork and movement. To learn more about Marion Rosen, a physical therapist and health educator for 50 years, read article below. Marion passed away a year ago at the age of 97. She practiced her innovative method of bodywork and movement until the end. The tea dancing event will be presented by Rosen Method practitioners in her honor. Hope you can join us Friday, February 8 at AgeSong’s Forget-Me-Not Cafe, 602 Hayes Street, San Francisco, from 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm. CLICK HERE to view flyer.

MARION ROSEN AT 97: FINDING A NEW LIFE LATER IN LIFE

Mara Lynn Keller and Sara Webb


Internationally-renowned somatics pioneer Marion Rosen founded her own work in the healing arts at age 56. Still working at 97, she is a model for aging gracefully, productively, and powerfully. She was a physical therapist practicing in Oakland for 30 years before beginning to teach Rosen bodywork and movement locally and internationally. She has maintained a Rosen bodywork practice for the past 42 years. Marion’s work has two forms, the bodywork and the movement. Rosen Method Bodywork offers a gentle yet firm, non-intrusive kind of touch that is contactful, intuitive, and invites release of muscular tensions that originate in holding patterns in the person’s subconscious. When a person feels their tension is being contacted with curiosity and awareness, this can lead to a release of memories and feelings that have remained unexpressed. This in turn leads to a new freedom in our bodies and spirits. Rosen Method Movement classes serve to deepen the breathing, lubricate the joints, and lengthen and strengthen the muscles. Moving to different kinds of music in a circle with others brings a special kind of enjoyment. (see Keller 1999)

A refugee from Nazi Germany during the late 1930’s, Marion sees Rosenwork as a practice that can contribute to a more peaceful world through touch, by first serving to lessen conflict within an individual, allowing room for feelings of greater self-acceptance and peaceableness. This in turn can have positive ripple effects into the larger world. Also, the more a person lives out of their sense of freedom rather than from fear, the more creative, satisfied, and happy they can feel. Marion’s belief in the healing power of touch has been absorbed by younger generations who have carried her message as Rosen Method Bodywork and Movement to 15 countries— including Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Russia, Germany, France, Italy, Majorca, Canada, Mexico, and Australia; as well as across the United States.

Marion’s life demonstrates how it is possible to find a new vocation after age 55 which calls forth all your abilities and passion and allows you to contribute to the wellness of your community. Marion had thought her life was pretty much over at age 55, because her physical therapy practice in Oakland was declining as the doctors who had referred to her were retiring. Then Sara Webb came to her, at the recommendation of her mother, and asked Marion to teach her to do what she did. Marion did not know if she could, but she decided she would try.

Sara became Marion’s first student, and she is now the Executive Director of the Rosen Method: Berkeley Center, and a senior teacher who works very closely with Marion. Marion and Sara, in cooperation with others, created a woman-owned business that has become internationally renowned. Now, some 40 years after they started Rosen Method Bodywork, Marion’s work continues to expand around the world.
After age 55, Marion began to travel and see the world. And she discovered that it is possible to fall in love at 68 and enjoy a romantic relationship well into one’s 90s. Although Marion uses a walker to get about now, and no longer flies to Sweden to teach every year, she has continued her regular bodywork practice at her home and continues a lot of teaching.

Rosen practitioners Sara Webb and Mara Lynn Keller also came to a significantly expanded role in life after age 55. In the last eight years, as Marion has begun to do less, Sara has taken on more responsibilities for putting Rosenwork into the world, doing more teaching and public speaking, in addition to her private practice with clients. At the same time, Sara is caring for her mother at home, who has Alzheimer’s disease.

At age 55, Mara moved from part-time teaching at San Francisco State University where she taught Philosophy, Women’s Studies, and Global Peace Studies (a program she co-founded and coordinated), to the California Institute of Integral Studies in San Francisco, where she became a fulltime professor of Philosophy, Religion, and Women’s Spirituality. She served ten years as director of the Women’s Spirituality MA and PhD program at CIIS, and now, at age 67, she continues her full-time teaching there. She continues to write scholarly articles, books, and poetry. Mara has been offering Rosen classes together with Sara at CIIS for the past decade. This past year, Mara’s husband had a heart attack and by-pass surgery, so she also has added new responsibilities of care-giving.

Marion Rosen’s Keys for Tapping into Our Aliveness

Sara and Mara wanted to explore with Marion the meaning of aging in our personal and social lives. Mara was feeling there was not enough space for talking about the aging process, with both its challenges and benefits. There seemed to be an assumption that older people should pretend they were remaining youthful and their aging had no problems; and that aging was considered an inappropriate topic for conversation, was too boring, or something to keep hidden. And yet, the aging process is an increasing concern for so many of us. Marion, Mara, and Sara decided to teach a class on Women and Aging. Synchronistically, the very next day, the opportunity arrived to offer a presentation at the Poetics of Aging conference in San Francisco.

For the classes on Women and Aging, which were held at Marion’s home in north Berkeley, California, we asked the women who came to this circle to share their experiences of aging and their stories about how we can take good care of ourselves as we age. How do we feel about declining health and capacities? How can we meet the needs of ourselves and others with more awareness? How can we address our anxieties and fears? How can we contribute to our communities? What does the approach of death, for ourselves and our loved ones, mean to us?

These classes were well attended, and everyone had a lot to say that was interesting and valuable. We discovered people wanted the opportunity to share more deeply what aging meant to them — feelings about our aging bodies and problems with illness; the physical, emotional and spiritual adjustments to caretaking for a parent or spouse; dealing with health insurance and financial planning; dating; poetry; and much more.

Marion especially enjoyed people sharing their positive experiences with aging. At the same time, Marion honestly acknowledges that aging “is limiting in a way, and there are many things you no longer can do with your body like you used to do. And yet you can feel very happy and very fulfilled. There is also freedom in that. I say no to things I don’t want to do.” She smiles, “I can always say, ‘I am too old!’”

At the Poetics of Aging conference, we wanted to focus our presentation toward doctors, nurses, body workers, therapists, counselors, as well as family members, and individuals in transition, who looking for more satisfying possibilities as they age. We invited them to consider Marion Rosen’s life and work for the possibilities that can open for a person living well into one’s 90s. Here we had a new set of questions. How do we re-vision our usefulness throughout the seasons of our lives? Who and/or what decides on how we use our vitality? What ideas determine the roles which we inhabit as we age? How do we become the author of our lives in the context of community?

Many were curious as to what Marion had learned from her experience of living a long, healthy, and productive life. She has several recommendations for others in their older years. “First, live in a very beautiful place. And if you can, live at home. Ask for help when you need it. This was hard for me to do, learning to ask for help, having to ask for help. I no longer can drive, and so I need to depend on others, for example, to go to a Rosen movement class. It is better not to live alone. It is important to be able to talk with someone every day. Second, continue working as long as possible. I am still able to work and I love what I do. Work is very important to me, and I feel so good when I work with a client.”

Other recommendations from Marion are that we “take care not just to talk to others, but also to listen carefully. Others will appreciate this. Do keep moving, at a movement class if possible, or just by taking a walk every day. This will help a lot to maintain your health. Eat a healthy diet. Do things for other people — because the more you do for others, the better you feel! And remember to touch others, and to allow yourself to be touched.”

Marion lives by these simple and wise commitments. She shares her home in Berkeley with her daughter Tina, and Marion feels very fortunate that Tina, along with others, is able to care for her now. In fact, Marion has many people who care deeply about her and who, when needed, will help care for her. She appreciates that she has many
In giving Rosen bodywork sessions, Marion listens very closely to each client, with curiosity, wanting to see the person more clearly, to get to know who they really are. She is pleased and proud that she has been able to continue working, seeing clients usually four mornings a week (now at her home, rather than her downtown office). And she continues to teach Rosen workshops, mainly in order to support other Rosen practitioners in their communities, and in order to continue to spread the Rosen work to others. It is work she continues to believe in.

For many years, Marion taught movement classes to her friends and clients, sometimes four or five times a week, simple movements to music, based on her knowledge of physical therapy. She continues to attend Rosen movement classes, as her schedule permits. She adheres to a healthy diet, and keeps the extra pounds off. She participates in fund-raising events for several religious organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area, including the Buddhist center at Spirit Rock in Marin County, and the Mata Amritanandamayi (MA) Center in northern California, both of which teach loving-kindness as central to their spiritual practices.

Sara believes the secret to Marion’s longevity can be found in the Rosen work she has been doing. Marion has been touching people with her special kind of attentiveness for many decades. She often says that in the session, both the client and the practitioner are receiving the benefits. Sara points out that Marion has had many daily doses of oxytocin, a hormone which provides pleasure and satisfaction and is released when we touch or are touched in a positive way.

The Benefits of Rosen Touch, Peaceful Touch, Healthy Touch

In the classes on Women and Aging and at the Poetics of Aging conference, Marion, Sara, and Mara invited everyone to participate in a simple hands-on-shoulders practice. Half of the people stand behind the other half of the audience and connect through touching the shoulders; after a while, they trade places. We guide people through the process of learning Rosen Touch, first asking the standing person to allow themselves to relax and breathe more deeply, then to let their hands rest lightly on the shoulders of the person in front of them. We ask them to touch with a sense of curiosity about this person, making full contact with their palms, and also to explore with the fingers, touching into the muscles of the shoulders, meeting whatever is there with an equal amount of pressure, not too much, not too little. We invite them to remember that our hands are connected to our hearts, and our hearts are connected to our whole body, and to our whole selves. One hand remains relatively still (the non-doing hand) while the other hand presses into the muscles (the active hand). What do their shoulders feel like? What is the temperature? the shape? the softness or firmness or tightness of the muscles? Where is the breathing in the body? Does it rise to meet the touch, or not? Do we feel any responses or changes beneath our hands? What is it like for this person in this body? How is the whole life of the other person somehow present in them, in their body, in contact with our hands? We do not try to fix a person, or manipulate the tissues, but rather to make intuitive contact.

We invite the person sitting down and receiving the touch to experience the touch from inside, to feel what each part of the body feels like to them, what sensations, feelings, or memories might be arising? After ten or fifteen minutes, both the person giving the touch and the person receiving the touch seem to have come into a deeper relationship within herself or himself, and with the other person. We ask people to share a word or two of what the experience was like for them. “Being held.” “Relaxing.” “Safe.” “Comforting.” “Peaceful.” “Energizing.” “Lovely.” “Kind.” “Restful.”

While there have been no studies to date focused specifically on Rosen Bodywork and elders, the studies about benefits of touch for adults are relevant to older adults. There are benefits for those leading stressful lives, those with disease, for couples, for those working with or visiting children, and for those who may be touch-deprived. Touch deprivation often increases with aging. Unfortunately, this is a matter for people of all ages in modern cultures, even the very young. There can be benefits for the person who is giving touch to others, and even to oneself.

In one study of the affects of Rosen Method Bodywork on adult clients, conducted in Sweden fifty-three Rosen Method Bodywork clients were interviewed. Their ages ranged from 27-67 years, with an average age of 46. The average number of Rosen sessions experienced was 29 (with a range from 1 to 140 sessions). According to Hoffren-Larsson and colleagues (Hoffren-Larsson, Gustafsson, and Falkenberg, 2009), clients reported improved psychological health: increased happiness, harmony, well-being, and self-confidence; along with reductions in depression, anxiety, suicidal thoughts, and stress. They became more aware of the interconnections of mind and body, particularly in the awareness of how body tensions and emotions were linked to their daily life experiences and to prior physical symptoms. They experienced support for personal growth with the Rosen sessions, gaining a new awareness of previously repressed problems and memories; and they found a new ability to move beyond them. In tandem with this, they found themselves able to create self-initiated life changes that involved a refocusing of their priorities, along with making self-affirming choices. Regarding physical health, clients reported more relaxed breathing and improved digestive function, as well as reduction in pain, tension, headaches, and back aches.

Another study focused on the effects of Rosen Bodywork with couples (Holt-Lundstad, Birmingham, and Light, 2008). The results are relevant to couples of varying ages,
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A Peaceful Touch movement, begun in Sweden, is also growing in the United State, and seniors may want to participate in this important work. It was begun by Hans Axelson, the founder of the Axelson Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. Through his institute, over 10,000 teachers and other school personnel have been trained in the use of peaceful touch, which was been instituted in schools by the Swedish government (www.axelsons.com/peaceful-touch.php). Axelson is also a long-time associate of Marion Rosen, and a major leader in the international Rosen community. People who want to learn more about this work, and training opportunities, can contact the Peaceful Touch organization (http://www.peacefultouch.net). There is also an informative and delightful video available on youtube: www.youtube.com/watch?v=e81TJejOkcg.

Sara thinks it is worthwhile to explore the meaning of relational care as a complement to, or alternative to custodial care. She realized she could provide kinder care for her mother at her home. Rosen touch has been beneficial for her mother, who still responds to touch, and even now, can enter moments of lucid awareness and connection, even though she has an advanced state of Alzheimer’s. Sara feels very grateful she can have her mother with her during these years at the end of her mother’s life.

Mara proposes that positive touch can also be used for self-care. At the Poetics of Aging conference, when asked how Marion’s colleagues were expanding on the work, Mara spoke about the way she has learned to practice Rosen with herself. Marion, however, is firm in her view that Rosen work takes two, the practitioner who is the witness and helps to hold the person’s muscular tension in a way that invites them to feel safe, and the person who allows the release of feelings that were put away when they arose, because it was not safe at the time to express them.

Mara feels she can apply Rosen touch with herself, partly because of a Vipassana Buddhist meditation practice learned at a desert retreat in California with the Buddhist teacher Ruth Denison. Denison helped her learn how to focus mindful awareness to contact each part of the body with careful and full attention, observing whatever feelings might arise, and at the same time allowing the reflective consciousness to be a compassionate witness. She notes: “It is this same kind of dual awareness that allows me to give myself something of a Rosen session, to relieve the tense muscles of my shoulders, fore-arms, and hands after too much computer work, or the muscles along the middle spine, or around the diaphragm and heart. With this kind of conscious touch, I allow myself the time (for example, in a relaxing hot bath) to let suppressed emotions float to the surface and clear out from my body, mind, and spirit. And I also agree with Marion, that there is something very special about Rosen bodywork, when we are able to feel safe enough to share our deep, hidden-away feelings with another person, who offers acceptance, without judgment.”

Another way Sara and Mara have been taking the work further is in their teaching of Rosen Method at the California Institute of Integral Studies, which has brought us a growing appreciation of the power of circle work that can emerge when using Rosen Method. Sara especially trusts in the “collective wisdom” of the group, and she is adept at holding the space open for the deeper feelings of others to emerge, in response to one another. Both this growing focus on Rosen circle work and its role in building community, and on the possibility of using Rosen for self-care, are contributions Sara and Mara are bringing to the Rosen work.

Conclusion

One of Marion’s guiding lights has been the quotation from the Gnostic Gospel of Saint Thomas: “What you bring forth, will save you. What you do not bring forth will destroy you.” Through the creation of the Rosen bodywork and movement, Marion has provided a new interpretation of this saying, one that is physical as well as spiritual.

Rosen work embodies what have been considered by some to be the more “feminine” relational qualities of contact, connection, receptivity, and non-intrusive intuitive touch. This very personal emotional work addresses matters of gender, race, class, age, sexuality, etc. as they arise from the experience of the client. Beginning with Marion’s 80th birthday party in 1994, a Diversity Scholarship was created to fund students of color to study to become Rosen bodywork practitioners and movement teachers.

The larger goal of Rosen work is to allow an individual to find greater harmony within, and to become engaged in the creation of a more peaceful and diverse world. Rosen work invit...
something more; they can feel they can make a contribution or find more fulfillment in life. (Rosen 2003: 68-69)

Marion, Sara, and Mara are grateful for the opportunity to reflect together on the elder years of our lives, and we want to invite others to consider how to find a new life later in life. What are the new ways to re-envision the possibilities of our lives, and the new roles we can discover and stretch into as we age? How can we care for ourselves as we age? How can we retain vigor and passion in our elder years? How do we learn to listen to our ‘wise inner Elder’? As we open up potentials within ourselves, we draw to us new possibilities for living in the larger world. This work can serve as a touchstone for contacting the fuller potential that is stored inside each of us.

Mara Lynn Keller (BA in Religious Studies; PhD in Philosophy, Yale University, 1971). is a professor at the California Institute of Integral Studies, where she served as the Director of the Women’s Spirituality MA and PhD program from for ten years. She has been a Rosen bodywork practitioner since 1986. mkeller@ciis.edu.

Sara Webb was Marion’s first student and has been practicing Rosen work since 1971. She has been the Executive Director of the Rosen Method Center in Berkeley since it was founded in 1983, and she is a senior training teacher.
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Introduction to Passage Meditation

Eknath Easwaran, who developed Passage Meditation, is known as an authority on meditation and timeless wisdom. His translations of The Bhagavad Gita, The Upanishads, and The Dhammapada are the top English translations of these spiritual classics. Over 1.5 million copies of his books are in print.

Whatever faith tradition or spiritual ideals you aspire to, if you are interested in finding
Passage Meditation is universal and asks for no change of beliefs. It can help you to:

* Deepen concentration
* Develop richer relationships
* Live more fully in the present
* Discover your unique contribution to life

For more information on Passage Meditation, including a free online course, visit easwaran.org

Saturday, January 26, 2013
11:00 a.m.–12:15 p.m
Laguna Grove AgeSong
624 Laguna Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
RSVP: marlenad@agesong.com
Free. No enrollment necessary and all welcome!

CLICK HERE to download Passage Meditation 2013 Flyer

Tea Dancing at the Forget-Me-Not Cafe
Posted on January 11, 2013 by Sally Gelardin

CLICK HERE to download tea dancing flyer

Join the Aagesong Community for a relaxing, transforming afternoon of tea and waltzing, in a tribute to Marion Rosen, Bay area Somatics pioneer. Marion, who passed away a year ago, lived to the ripe age of 97 1/2. She was teaching a class up to the end and was a featured presenter at the Poetics of Aging Conference, sponsored by AgeSong Elder Communities and AgeSong Institute. Rosen Method teachers will guide us in a 75-minute Rosen movement class, incorporating warm-ups, stretches, circles, and other gentle techniques to prepare our bodies for walking and dancing with ease. For those who are interested in learning more about the Rosen method, a discussion will be held after the dancing.

2:30 to 4:30 pm
Friday, February 8, 2013
Forget-Me-Not Cafe
602 Hayes Street, SF
RSVP: marlena@agesong.com

CLICK HERE to download Marion Rosen at 97 Finding a New Life... 1 14 13
Another Approach To Decision-Making

I just posted a brain study on “Healthy Brain, Healthy Decisions: The MetLife Study of Decision-Making Potential,” one of the first projects to investigate the connection between cognitive health, aging and decision making capacity.

The four decision-making styles discussed in the study were the following:

vigilant
hyper vigilant
buck-passing
procrastination

The style that the researchers deemed the best is vigilant because vigilant decision-makers take time to calmly assess the goals of the decision, gather relevant information, review the information, and make a decision based on the information. The Metlife study is a step-by-step rational approach to decision-making endorsed by most career counselors.

However, what if the person making the decision is more the creative and artistic type, the risk taker, the kind of person who sees the “big picture” and operates more from the gut about what is important, even if it is not “rationale” or well-thought out? Is that person a “bad” decision-maker? Examples of these big-picture decision-makers are Mahatma Gandhi, Mother Theresa, and Dan Pink. CLICK HERE to view creative approaches to making good decisions.

One of the approaches to making creative decisions is the “Inner Motivation Exercise” designed by Fanita English. Fanita is the originator of “Existential Pattern Theory.” The basis of this theory is that there are three main drives that motivate us:

Survival (self-preservation, prevent danger to self, fear of death)
Creative (excitement, artistic, risk-taking)
Sleep (desire to rest, letting go, relaxing)

In her late nineties, she is still practicing Transactional Psychology, serves on the USTAA Board and consults with a psycho-drama program of the California Institute of Integral Studies.

CLICK HERE to view video on Fanita English and TA.

CLICK HERE to view more about Fanita English...

CLICK HERE to do her exercise to discover what kind of decision-maker you are.

Aging Is Not a Key Factor in Making Decisions

Aging does not affect decision making

Posted on January 11, 2013 by Sally Gelardin

Posted on January 10, 2013 by Sally Gelardin

Posted on December 30, 2012 by Stone Hearth News
NEW YORK—(BUSINESS WIRE)—Contrary to conventional wisdom that cognitive function declines beginning in the mid-forties, aging does not correlate with deteriorating ability to think for ourselves. These are the findings of “Healthy Brain, Healthy Decisions: The MetLife Study of Decision-Making Potential,” one of the first projects to investigate the connection between cognitive health, aging and decision making capacity. The research was conducted with men and women in their 50s, 60s and 70s by the MetLife Mature Market Institute and the Center for BrainHealth at The University of Texas at Dallas. The study demonstrates that age alone is not a key factor in predicting the ability to make decisions. CLICK HERE download mi-healthy-brain-tips.
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AgeSong
3121 Fruitvale Avenue, Oakland, CA 94602 | (510) 842-3192 | info@agesong.com
AgeSong, www.agesong.com, is the leading eldercare lifestyle provider in the San Francisco Bay Area. AgeSong enables residents to customize their lifestyle based on personal preference, religious affiliation, and medical needs. Care choices range from short-term rehabilitation to permanent residence. AgeSong's fundamental belief is that through providing elders with the opportunity to live a balanced lifestyle, elders can be who they truly are. In paying attention to the needs of the individual and of the community, AgeSong offers complete lifestyle options including balanced-nutritional-selections, mental-health and physical fitness programs, engagement activities, and continued learning and teaching opportunities.

Headquartered in San Francisco, CA, AgeSong serves over 150 residents through its two communities and continues to lead the industry with second-to-none eldercare in areas including assisted living, ADL care (activities of daily living) Dementia/Alzheimers (forgetfulness), and high acuity care. All AgeSong communities are licensed by the department of social services. RCFE Licence Numbers: University 385600402, WoodPark 019200514.
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dsf Browsing the "MetLife" Tag. MetLife Asia Affiliate Trials Blockchain Insurance Product. Aug 22, 2018 at 16:15 | Muyao Shen. MetLife Asia affiliate LumenLab has successfully trialed a blockchain-powered insurance product to offer financial protection to pregnant women. Consensus 2017: Global Insurers Debate the Future of Prediction Markets. May 23, 2017 at 22:18 | Michael del Castillo. MetLife knew it had to structure itself to respond to these macroeconomic trends so we recently brought on board a chief digital officer. How is MetLife approaching digital transformation? Lippert: We have four pillars that make up MetLife’s strategy. The first is optimizing value and risk. The second is delivering the right solutions for the right customers.